Israeli art that makes you smile!
Leaving the Roosevelt Hotel on Madison Avenue and East 45th Street I take a right and
head up the block to catch the M4 bus for the Guggenheim Museum. Missing the bus, I
sit down on a 5-foot-long black granite block that serves as a bench while I contemplate
whether to wait for the next bus or walk. To my left is the ABC New York building, to
my right, points and daggers peek above a cement block building. The temperature is in
the nineties with a slight breeze. Buses are going by constantly leaving behind their
gagging fumes for all to digest. For a Sunday, it’s fairly quiet.
Turning slowly around to see what’s behind me, I notice a man dressed in black pants,
long-sleeved white shirt and glasses place an object in the second floor window. It looks
like a woman’s torso all in black, made of mesh and on a stand. Then all of a sudden, this
man is standing in front of me, checking his window display to see how it looks from the
street. I ask him about the item in the window and he asks what I am doing sitting here. “I
am a travel writer,” I said. He invited me inside for a tour. Consequently, I never made it
to the Guggenheim.
His name is Tsur Lavanti and he is one of the owners of Eden Fine Art. With two
galleries in Israel, Tsur told me he and his partners decided it was time to come to
America. In July 2005, Eden Fine Art opened its third gallery here on Madison. When I
asked him (Mah nish ta nah) what makes this art gallery so different from all other art
galleries, his response was, “This is happy art from Israel, unlike the scenes of war and
the West Wall.” The other two galleries are on King David Street in Jerusalem and at the
Hilton Hotel in Tel Aviv.
And he’s right. Everything in here gives you a great feeling. From three-dimensional
bicyclists hanging on the wall to the wire mesh sculptures reflecting their shadows on the
walls. All of it has something to do with Israel. These artists all have a personal
connection with Israel. “I want all my clients to be able to wake up in the morning with a
smile on their face,” says Tsur.
Freestanding in the floor-to-ceiling window are sculptures done by Dorit Levinstein.
Dorit’s works are bronze sculptures hand painted with a special varnish that
weatherproofs them. You’ll find her pieces full of both life and color. When you meet her
either on the street or at her studio, take a look at her earrings. Dorit makes them herself
and they are just as lively and colorful as her artwork.
As you walk in the door, to your left is a 56-by-31-by-18 inch flamingo standing on one
leg. This piece rests on a clear circular piece of Plexiglas with a blue @ sign painted on
it. Dorit uses bright shades of pink, gold, red, green, blue, yellow, black, white and purple
throughout the flamingo. The flamingo is also painted with patterns of stripes, dashes,
polka dots and solids. The bird is made from one long curved piece of brass that starts
with a gold beak, life-size sunflower eye, slender s-shaped neck, curved belly that leads
into the curvature of the body and tail, then back down through the body again with one
elongated leg into a foot with four finger-like toes. The front of the foot has three toes,
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each one in a different color (blue, peach and yellow) and the back toe is all blue.
Hanging on the back wall are paintings by Yoël Benarrouche. Yoël believes the sky and
ground are very spiritual and real, so he tries to make a union between them in his work.
To him it is also a deep message from Kabbalah. Reminiscent of Picasso, Yoël divides
each painting into four sections like windowpanes. To Yoël, these four sections represent
G-d. When asked why he favors Picasso rather than Salvator Dali, his response is: “Dali
deforms.”
Ask Tsur what his favorite piece is and he’ll tell you it is Yoël Benharrouche’s ‘The
Rabbi.’ “It feels like a mezuzah to me,” he says. “It’s the most religious – a blessing of
that place to this place.”
‘The Rabbi’ is an acrylic painting, approximately 28-by-23 inches. In this painting Yoel
splits the Rabbi’s body down the middle, with each arm and leg in one of the four
sections. In the upper left quadrant the Rabbi is holding a torah in his right arm with two
white doves on top as the headpieces. In the upper right section you see the Rabbi’s face
and a black yarmulke on his head. On his left arm he is wearing the traditional tfiln and
phylacteries. The two lower sections each have a leg covered with white balloon-shaped
pants and wearing thick, squared high heel boots. In the background are brown buildings,
and throughout the picture you’ll find various shapes and lines, such as polka dots,
squares and triangles. Yoël uses a balance of colors in red, gold, black, blue, green and
white.
Throughout the gallery you’ll find Randy Cooper’s mesh forms. Using a dowel-shaped
piece of maple wood in different lengths to form the creases, Randy sculpts the wire
mesh into the shapes of his live models. He likes using ballet dancers for models. The
mesh wire he uses comes from Czech Republic. He has been doing this for the last 12
years since he left Westinghouse Electric and it is truly a work of love for him.
Randy’s pieces are unique in that they create a shadow. Each creation rests on a pole and
stands under a light. The light casts a shadow through the wire mesh and shines onto the
wall. Randy’s pieces include torsos of a man, woman and horse in colors of black, blue
and purple. His newest pieces are more abstract: an angel, a diver and a swimmer.
On the inner walls are paintings belonging to Mark Tochilkin. Mark is the youngest
painter of the Union in Russia. He has been painting all his life and has a style all his
own. His paintings are sarcastic, with influences from Italy, Spain and Holland. He has
one painting in the Louvre as does his wife, Inna Belous, also an artist. Mark paints in
acrylic and makes use of the colors red, gold and black throughout all his paintings.
The most intriguing painting by Mark in the gallery is ‘Succot’. This painting, done
mostly in gold has fourteen men standing together in a cluster. They all appear to be
wearing black robes, gold-colored tallit, slippers and each is holding an etrog and lulav in
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his hands. The Rabbi in the back corner is holding a prayer book. The Rabbi and two men
in the front have long beards of whitish gold; another has red hair and beard. The eyes are
what stand out the most in this painting. They appear eerie, frightening. The men are
standing on what looks like a polished inlayed floor so highly patterned with Star of
David’s, colors of red, gold and black, with some green for the lulav, that it looks like
lights are shining through.
In the front window to the right when you walk in are three-dimensional pieces by David
Gerstein. These pieces are dramatic metal sculptures, laser cut and connected in panels.
His unique style includes faces of theatre performers, silhouettes and flowers.
My favorite piece from Gerstein is an Afro-American jazz musician playing the guitar. In
this piece David makes use of red, green, yellow, blue, pink and black. For the backdrop
there are several buildings of different lengths and shapes. Musical notes in different
colors also seem to be floating in the air.
The gallery’s hours of operation are: Monday through Sunday 9:00 AM to 8:00 PM. For
appointments please contact Eden Fine Art at 212-888-0177 or visit their website at:
http://www.eden-gallery.com. The gallery is located at 437 Madison Avenue, on the
corner of E 50th Street. It is accessible by the M1, M3 and M4 buses. Walking distance
from the Roosevelt Hotel. Behind St. Patrick’s Cathedral. Handicapped accessible. Prices
range from $330 upwards to $20,000.
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